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WINNING POEM OF THE  
ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE POETRY PRIZE

Tomašica

“A mass grave is excavated in 2013. 
Hundreds of bodies are recovered—
few identified as whole.”

Twenty years ago in Bosnia, 
the man with muscular arms 
is stopped on the street— gun to his head. 
Hundreds of dead bodies surround him 
left to rot in the sun after last night’s raid. 
Forced, he spends three days
loading corpses onto the bed 
of a semi-truck, tossing them 
like bags of flour over his shoulder, 
piling one on top of the other
higher and higher. 
One is his cousin, another his friend, 
a third the neighbor he had coffee with 
only the morning before. 
On the last day the bodies are unidentifiable— 
connected only by the houses 
they were slaughtered 
in front of. At home 
he stares at his arms
outstretched in front of him,
blood submerged to his elbows.
His wife washes them, praying
for the water to cleanse him. 
But still he stares, still he sees blood, 
and hunches over the sink to vomit, 
unaware of his own body—
“these arms are not mine.”

-Nadija Kadunic, Senior
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Terry Blackhawk’s Comments:
Trying to choose among these fine and varied poems has been a considerable—
if pleasurable—task, and I applaud all of the writers who submitted to the 
contest and the teachers who have encouraged them in pursuing their craft.  
It’s clear that these poets have set themselves important challenges, whether 
formally or personally.  From a sestina to impressionistic word/soundscapes, from 
poems that deal with individual losses or societal injustices, each poet left me 
with something – a voice, an image, a turn of phrase, a delightful ending, a new 
understanding — to savor, remember, and admire.   

I have chosen “Tomasica” for First Place.  Its protagonist’s horrific forced labor—
disposing of the massacred Bosnian dead—is rendered with exquisite control 
and pacing in a dispassionate, unsensational way. Forced by gunpoint, the “man 
with muscular arms” disposes of his city’s dead in this careful, respectful poem.  
Line by line and body by body, the author proceeds with no wasted words, 
no indulgent hand wringing.  As the poem and the corpses pile up, we learn 
that the bodies are those of cousin, neighbor, friend. The imagery presents the 
dissociation and despair of war for both victims and survivors — bodies as “bags 
of flour” identified only by “the houses/they were slaughtered/in front of” and 
the man whose strong arms ultimately betray him, in a stunning last line.  One 
assumes that his declaration that “these arms are not mine” comes from the 
historical record. The impossibility of washing away the horror and of being one 
with oneself ever again reverberates back upward through this fine poem that 
refuses to let us look away.  

 

For Honorable Mention I nominate “To the Man at the Grocery Store Who Told 
Me I’d Look Prettier if I Didn’t Wear Boy’s Clothes.” I appreciate this poem for its 
courage and dramatic possibilities. The complexities and challenges of asserting 
one’s gender identity in the face of stereotypic expectations from family, school, 
and society as a whole come to a head at this stranger’s offhanded and “not 
quite ready to be human” remark. Through a number of wrenching vignettes, the 
speaker’s repetend of “I know” ironically enlarges the arena of relationship and 
acknowledges the offending lout’s limitations. The voice is assured, biting, and 
witty and makes for a poem that would be exciting on the stage as well as the 
page. 
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To the Man at the Grocery Store Who Told Me I’d Look 
Prettier if I Didn’t Wear Boys’ Clothes 

I know.

I know I don’t trust fluorescent lights either.
I’m sorry that me being here makes
your eyes go foggy, clouding your judgment,
forcing your words out your creaking throat
before they’re quite ready to be human.

I know my mother asked me to wear
a floral shirt to the DMV to get my new
license picture taken. As if a candy-sweet cover-up
could make “check one” any easier.

I know I’ve been practicing my butch--
my walk my talk my look, shoving my soft
as far under the sheets as I can,
waking up sweltering
and pulling at all my threads.
I know there are two gender neutral bathrooms
on my entire college campus
and neither of them have mirrors,
so maybe you’re right. Maybe this isn’t cute.
I can’t look myself in the tie in public
so I guess I can’t be a proper judge.
I know when you look me up and down
next to the bagels and the white bread,
I instantly want to kick your male gaze
in the pants. Then I realize, you’re not looking at me
as a woman. You’re looking at me
as an unbalanced checkbook--a line or a number
off somewhere but not quite worth the time.

HONORABLE MENTION
The Academy of American Poets  
Contest for Colleges and Universities

continued on next page
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I know your daughter brought a girl home
to family dinner one night, and she
looked nothing like me, but you,
you don’t see the difference between me
and the question marks her fingers
scrawled into her girlfriend’s back.

I know.
It’s been a long time since I’ve tried
to be pretty, and it’s been a lifetime
since you’ve learned how to speak.
I won’t blame you if you don’t blame me.
I know.

-Darcy Vines, Senior

Lines in Space
Marker

Kristin Lothschutz

continued from previous page
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Terry Blackhawk (www.terrymblackhawk.com) is the author of two chapbooks 
and four full-length collections of poetry including Escape Artist, (BkMk Press 
2003) selected by Molly Peacock for the 2002 John Ciardi Prize, as well as The 
Dropped Hand (2007) and The Light Between (2012), both available from Wayne 
State University Press.  Among her awards are six Pushcart Prize nominations, 
the Foley Poetry Award, First Place for the 2013 Springfed Arts Poetry Prize and 
the 2010 Pablo Neruda Poetry Prize from Nimrod International.  Blackhawk’s 
work has appeared on Poetry Daily and Verse Daily, on line at Solstice and The 
Collagist, and in anthologies including Poetry in Michigan/Michigan in Poetry, 
A Detroit Anthology, and When She Named Fire: Contemporary Poems by 
American Women.  She is a 2013 Kresge Arts in Detroit Literary Fellow. In 1995 
Blackhawk founded InsideOut Literary Arts Project (iO), Detroit’s acclaimed 
writers-in-schools program, which she directed until her retirement in June 
2015. InsideOut has won numerous honors including the 2009 National Arts 
and Humanities Youth Program (“Coming Up Taller”) Award presented in a 
White House ceremony by First Lady Michelle Obama.  Blackhawk was named a 
Detroit Metro Times Progressive Hero in 1999.  Other honors include a yearlong 
sabbatical award from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Michigan 
Governor’s Award for Arts Education, and the Michigan Youth Arts Festival 
Creative Writing Educator of the Year Award (1990 and 2003).  In 2015 WSU 
Press released To Light a Fire: Twenty Years with the InsideOut Literary Arts 
Project, a collection of essays that she co-edited with iO Senior Writer Peter 
Markus.  To Light a Fire has been named a Finalist for Foreword Review’s INDIE 
FAB 2015 Book of the Year in Writing. 
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Inked
I thought I knew words

because I’d fallen in love with them so many times

and not just how they sounded, but the way they looked. 

Letters donning themselves with hats, 

wearing dark Oxfords and marching off to work.

Ballerina cursive dancing, looping, swirling across the page,

disciplined and creative with their physiques.

I knew the negative spaces were there,

beneath the line of letters,   

the ground they stood on.

I saw the hollow place in the body,

in the o, in the a,

the place left open,

but closed off,

untouched,

and I revered it,

afraid a single stroke would defile it.

I only let it be. 

As the march hit synchrony

and the dance refined,

so did my courage.

I wanted to share my love for these beautiful words

and bravely handed my sheet to an editor.

He fell in love with the black ink, too.

“More,” he said,

and made a mark on the page,

filling the empty spaces with a red pen,

underlining the heart of the matter,

bolding the words he deemed most important.
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I saw all the proofreading symbols, 

the way he’d written on my paper, 

ink touching ink in places I’d never thought to write.

The letters’ march gained momentum, 

my heart matching the quickening poom-poom-poom.

And the once-red ink faded into the page, 

stained it black.

The cursive stumbled as she danced, 

upset by this dark new change,

but he spoke words that soothed and convinced. 

I let him mark it more,

black ink hugging black ink,

curves matching curves, 

until all the white space was filled.

The brightness brought to night, 

hollow words filled,

margins of error.

A black page,

a mistake,

void of words.

A blank page,

an interruption,

waiting for white words. 

-Sarah Schomisch, Junior
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The Mad Hatter 
Clay 

Brenna Bradshaw
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Reasons  for Waiting 
Grant Kammer, Junior

 An oblong kettle lake hides secluded in the Manistee National 

Forest surrounded on all sides by cedar, oak, pine, except for a small 

sandy beach that makes a convenient boat launch. I slide my canoe from 

the dew-damp sand into the August warm water.  I paddle into the 

center of this lake and bait my hook with fresh dug worms. I cast my line. 

Above, the leaves begin to show red and yellow tips. I spy a squirrel in 

the treetops. I feel envy as it notices my gaze. The sun ascends into a 

blue sky to warm the day and nothing pulls at my line. Nothing is biting. 

 Mid-morning, I paddle to the only dock on the lake. I exit and 

secure my boat. Here, I sit and cast off the dock. Still I discover nothing 

is biting. As the sun approaches its apex I recall my cast and break for 

lunch. For a while, I watch the fish as they swim in green water. With my 

fingertips, I share bread crumbs that float and dissolve. I watch the fish 

eat with avarice. I envy the fish that wait to be fed by God and current, 

contented with bread. They dart away as I dip my toes. The noon sun 

draws sweat from my brow. I finish my midday meal, and I strip to my 

shorts. Standing at the edge of the dock, I do a dive. 

 I swim out to the lake’s center and float calmly watching 

dragonflies. I envy the dragonfly that hunts for what it needs. Always 

moving fast toward some destined dinner. I swim, I splash, and I float. 

I climb onto the dock and dry myself in the sun. I cast my line. I feel a 

tug, strike, and set the hook. I reel in a healthy sun fish, then release it to 

God and current feeling contented to choose. And for a moment, the 

dragonfly rests with me on the edge of the dock.
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Purple
You long for the
majestic hues of kings, queens, and princes.
Those elegant purples
that drape the world in deception,
covering pain in luxury and riches.
Wine soaked tablecloths bleed sangria streams across the wood floor.
Sparkling amethysts and exotic orchids turn too quickly to
deep plum puddles, almost blue-black like
blood pooling beneath your fair skin.
Fragile violet veins delicately web across your body.
Indigo circles weigh down your sad, tired eyes.
No comfort from the lavender pills you take at night.
Princess, you deserve more than purple.

-Elizabeth LaFave, Junior

Moving Forward
Colored Pencil

Rachel Dormal, BFA
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Snow
Girls dance from the sky,
white skirts float above pale ankles
that flit away from dusty castles.
Graceful limbs waltz to wind’s violin,
the high notes tease silver strands of hair
and kiss cheeks that never blush.  

Dancing girls fall flat
against the cruel pavement, 
white bodies dissolve into black grooves. 
Their sisters perch from trees and frozen
blades of grass, watching 
white gowns melt 
and silky hair disappear
until only the dancing girls’ wet smiles 
remain. 

Dancing girls fade away, 
forgotten
as cars speed
over their wet ruins. 

-Alexandra DeMeyere, Junior
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The  House that Built Me 

Plate Study 
Porcelain

Abbey Cordes

Katherine Kozal, Junior

It wasn’t as significant then. 

So much history on that street, in that house, with the shared driveway 
perched on a hill.

In the backyard, chunks of newly mown grass litter the path from the 
garage to the back door, the lawn I would eventually mow for Gram. I 
remember walking in the back door, shouting hello to my grandmother 
who sat in the well-worn, heavily faded recliner in the living room, two 
rooms over. Walking through the kitchen, I pause in the dining room at 
the candy dish. The dish that sat on the hutch. The one piece of furniture 
in the house that contained many antiques and new additions to the 
collection. 

Gram is sitting with her feet up, watching one of her shows. Depending 
on the time, it could be a John Wayne Western movie marathon, “Ice 
Road Truckers,” or ‘Wheel of Fortune.” One of her favorite pastimes was 
solving puzzles. Crosswords were her favorite. She always was the best 
at Scrabble. We shared a love for double solitaire and would race each 
other to see who could finish first. Her house was always filled with love 
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and junk food. She loved spoiling her grandchildren. She was always giving 
to others, whether it be to charity or family. Born and raised Polish Catholic 
from the East Side, she lived out her faith by example, not by simply spewing 
Scripture. But she was a stubborn Polack.

I used to sit with her in the living room, and she’d tell me what she made 
for lunch that day. More often than not it included graham crackers and 
Nutella. She’d give me advice and tell me to “Stay in school. Make something 
of yourself. Do great things.” Sometimes I only half listened. I had other 
thoughts, distractions, and missed part of my life. 

Now, each Christmas, we are forced to hold our family gathering elsewhere. 
Back then, I didn’t know I’d long to feel the burnt orange shag carpet beneath 
my bare feet. To sit on the scratchy plaid couch that was, to everyone’s 
surprise, the best place for a Sunday nap. To sneak M&Ms from the candy jar.  
 
I drive past the old house, noticing the renovations since it was sold to new 
owners, wondering how I would feel if I had really known. If I had reminded 
myself to live in the moment, and that one day, I was going to miss it. That I 
was going to lose a piece of me, a part of myself.

But now I know. I know this place, despite my late realization, has made me 
who I am today. If someone had told me, “You’re gonna miss this,” I probably 
wouldn’t have really listened, because I’m a stubborn Polack too.
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When  Sirens Call 

Untitled I 
 Charcoal 

Brenna Bradshaw

My mom once told me
there is a city beneath the ocean.
She said someday she would take me there,
she told me her veins flowed with salt water
and if I listened to the beat of heart
I could hear waves crashing on the shore.
“Salt water flows through your veins too,” she told me.
I believed her
because she had an ocean in her eyes.

My mom felt the pull of the ocean,
I thought I could keep her anchored
if I loved her enough.

One day my mom went into the sea.
She never returned.
I moved to the city.

Sometimes I listen to the beat of my heart
but I can’t hear the ocean.
It doesn’t love me the same way.
Sometimes I hear the ocean beckoning me,
calling me,
I know I’ll only drown.

I wish my mom had taught me how to swim.

-Amanda Avella, Senior
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She leaped back from the cliff in her own mind
And sped past the house with empty rooms
Sunlight streaming among the dust motes and varnished wood untouched.

And when the garden wall drew up before her
She left the car and started up the dusty forgotten path
Through summer sage and Queen Anne’s Lace that grew there still.

She quickened her pace under the shadow of the oak
For the corridors in her mind were full of ghosts,
The garden full of the memory of those long gone.

With a clang she shut the iron gate behind her
She ran and ran across the world
Until memory was chasing tomorrow
And the hallways in her head were full of books and lore and the light of 
faraway.

Until the corners of her mind were safely stowed 
Sealed and dry for a day of raindrops on the window pane
And the phantom barks echoing down the long drive
Had faded and dulled.

-Brigid Kiley, Senior

The  Long Drive 

Self Portrait Ambiguity 
Oil on Canvas 

Sarah Ellis
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some  things i remember about the adolescent ward of pine rest

“she tried to kill herself

with tylenol and lexapro”

she laughed so much

harder than she should

chad the soccer kid

with BPD and anger

punched the mirror

and broke his fingers

carrying around my

stuffed penguin i

named chicken i

was told to grow up

bathrooms without

doors and pop with-

out caffeine, the teens

were not to be trusted

when they took Bridgette

to isolation and she

kicked and screamed the

whole way, we were scared

it’s been three long years

but i think about it every-

day and i cry because

i will never go back

-Kati Doering, Sophomore

Fábula (Fable) 
Stoneware Paste Wax 

Laura Rico
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‘Canst thou draw out Leviathan with an hook?
Or his tongue with a cord which thou lettest down?
Will he make many supplications unto thee?
Or wilt thou take him as a servant forever?’
These words God said to Job in His defence,
Describing the Melvillian White Whale as
I look on the Orca in his glorious majesty,
A being more sacred than all of Nature herself.

Meandering his aquarium, the Orca gazes at me,
Protesting his incarceration with piercing eyes
Whenever his captors decide to approach him.
His indignation becomes aggravated assault,
Expressed in angry roars and thrashing flukes,
While the audience watches with erotic amor,
Ignoring the sacred Tao engraved in his flesh.
Mourning his captivity, the Orca sings in sadness,
Composing tragic ballads of his family long deceased.

Unbreakable, the Orca transforms into Moby-Dick,
Thwarting Ahab and his crew in their attempts
To annihilate him with hapless harpoons,
Which result in their failure and conceded defeat.
Winning another battle, the Orca rejoices,
Uttering a warcry as he conquers his foes.
Yet, tears drop from his eyes as he recites his tale,
With a roar of resentment as his 
Rhapsody resonates throughout his doleful domain.
But though he suffers, he remains Leviathan,
Subservient to no one but God Himself.

-Justin Reamer, Senior

Blackfish
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Seated Figure 
Charcoal 

Kristin Lothschutz
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I  Walk With You through the Years
I. 

My favorite part of morning is this: my slow turn into you— our bodies 
forming the topography of learned secrets; the sheets letting out the 
night’s stale air as I kiss the top of your shoulder; the warmth of your 
thighs tingeing mine with goose-bumps, and your left hand traversing 
the ridges of my hip as it runs up my arching back while your mouth 
descends with sleepy precision unto mine. The habits of lovers. 

II. 

The years invaded my memories of you: the feel of your lips, the faint 
pink scar nestled against your thigh, the smell of your freckled shoulder. 
Moving on would be simple, I thought. There were days, months even, 
when my pride stood tall knowing that my life did not miss you.  But 
then the memories of you would surface inexplicably as if they knew I 
was forgetting you and there we were walking through the sleepy dance 
of cattle or listening to the variable pitches of nameless children at the 
carnival as your lips sank into mine.  

III. 

I found a picture of you sitting quietly between some of my writings, 
remembering you didn’t want me to take it. Not caring, I took it anyway. 
My husband asked who you were once, finding me trying to hide you  
among the dusty skins of my books when we were first married, I don’t 
remember, I said shoving the book back on the shelf. Even after all these 
years I lie careful to not disturb the truth.  That sometimes, I feel you 
acutely, as if you were a sliver of wood from my childhood fort that has 
never eased itself from under my skin. 

-Amanda Turner, Senior
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The Opposite of Roses
Elizabeth Nelson, Senior

 I used to like roses, but not anymore. Sunflowers are my 
favorite flower. Their scent is clean and earthy. They smell of life and day 
and light, and they have no thorns. 
 When I was young, we lived in Washington, by the breathtaking 
Pacific. But the darkness and the rain bothered my father, who had 
grown up in sunny Colorado. He called Washington  “the gray land.” The 
ocean was gray, the sky was gray, the house was gray, and he said it was 
all making his soul a little gray. If we were going to stay, there had to be 
some brightness. So my mother entrusted me with the job, and I began 
painting. I painted the whole house yellow and orange and red. I put 
sunflowers in my bedroom and in the guest room, in the kitchen and in 
the den. And for a few years, we lived in a world of light and color next 
to the gray sea.
 When I was eight, my grandmother died. She was my mother’s 
mother and only my mother’s mother. So when Mom got the call from 
Grandpa one morning that Grandma had died in her sleep, she flew 
straight to their house to take care of things, like someone must always 
do when a person dies. My father was out of town on business, so I went 
with her.
 Grandma loved roses more than anyone I know has ever loved 
anything. I think she loved them more than she loved Grandpa. She had 
a garden that spanned a quarter of an acre that she cared for up until 
the day she died, and not a single plant grew in that space that could not 
call itself a rose. 
 My mother sent me outside when we arrived at Grandma’s 
house. I didn’t mind. I didn’t want to hear funeral talk anyway. So I 
went to the garden, and I sat in the middle of it and waited. A warm 
breeze tousled my hair and filled my nose with the scent of fresh 
roses. Real roses, not the kind you buy from a florist. Grandma told 
me most roses these days are bred to have long stems and not to wilt 
easily, and somewhere along the way, they lost their smell in exchange 
for those traits. But these roses were the kind that had survived the 
commercialization of flowers and still carried a strong scent. These roses 
were for noses. At least for noses that like roses.
 So I wandered through the garden and smelled every rose, 
but they all smelled the same, strong and bitter and oddly minty. I sat 
among them and picked at the individual buds and tried to see them 
like Grandma saw them, but I couldn’t. They were fragile and potent, 
and I would have much preferred hardy and subtle. I would have much 
preferred knowing I couldn’t kill them if I tried. They filled my head with 
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a sickly sweet smell that made me dizzy, and the dizziness made me stumble, 
and the roses pricked me in self-defense, angry at me for showing up without 
permission. They didn’t like me, and I didn’t like them. They were Grandma’s 
roses and only Grandma’s roses.
 An hour or so later, my mother came out with puffy, red eyes and 
found me in the garden, playing with the petals of a severed red rose, lining 
them up on the sidewalk. And she said, “Oh, Mona, that’s a lovely idea,” even 
though I hadn’t said anything.
 So we had roses at the funeral.
 Bouquets of red and pink stood guard at the doors. Orange and 
white hugged the walls. Yellow petals sprinkled the carpet. Purple blooms 
slept in the casket. The whole room was roses.
 And the smell. Oh, the smell. It was powerful, dizzying, and it jostled 
around in my head, filling up all the spaces, until I couldn’t think straight. It 
reached through my nose and into my throat and invaded my bloodstream 
and stretched through my limbs and pulsed in my heart and choked my 
lungs. And I began to think maybe it had choked Grandma too. Her roses 
turned against her.
 My grandfather 
grew up a long time ago, 
when women, as my mother 
liked to say, “did everything 
that mattered.” So there 
was no one left to take care 
of grandpa, and he didn’t 
know how to take care of 
himself. And since he was 
my mother’s father and 
only my mother’s father, 
the task fell to her. My dad 
stayed in Washington to 
sell the house and bring 
our belongings back to 
Michigan. I never saw my 
paradise again. 
 And I’ve hated 
roses ever since.
 Sunflowers are 
my favorite. They are the 
farthest thing from roses. 

Penny for your Thoughts 
Gouache 
Sarah Ellis
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Beside Oneself 
Colored Pencil 

Laura Deloria
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The  Dance
I don’t have rhythm,

He said, stuttering his words.

Us, cluttering the floor with our ill-paced moves

Together, withering to the pulse of rhythm in time. 

I think we were frustrated with our untamed youth

The years we couldn’t catch as they flew away—

Elusive and lucid, they sent our hearts fluttering away with them.

The pace of the music was always ahead of us, 

Two steps ahead, two reverse. 

The music, plummeting then ascending to a beat we could never find.

You do have rhythm,

I said, my hand on his heart, 

Following the beat of the blood rushing through him. 

We rushed through our days and years

Reeling to keep with the pace of the song—

The striking of the strings and pounding of the melodies

And the upward squeal of a trumpet,

The screeching sound of a soul searching to get a feeling for

The rhythm.   

-Mackenzie Murphy, Sophomore
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Found   
(at the Roman Flea Market, the Porta Portense)  

We were separated that afternoon, unbraided
by the fingered crowd 
of gypsies, tourists, gleer-eyed mafia
in their civilian clothes, the merchants
pounding out their wares to invoke the gaze 
of that many-eyed god, 
the customer.
Separated from you, I was washed
over with foreign voices and 
pulled deeper into the 
language that lapped overhead when
the river vanished 
into the alley
and I was lost. I untook
my steps but found them impossible to recover.
The roads writhed and bucked 
the hope that I might find you 
or the river. Soon there was
no thought but fear, foreign 
everything, foreign
breath, foreign water sky
that began to wash out the lungfuls of English 
the crowd couldn’t return. 
My fingers fluttered again and
again to keep watch over my bag,
my light hair a flag that flew the banner Stranger to This Place.
I turned another road 
and saw the river, felt all my weight return
like an anchor,
line spooling out until it hit the bottom
and I knew truth, and truth spoke a word: This way home.
I followed the river 
and there you were, 
found.

-Patricia Schlutt, Senior
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Untitled I 
Ceramic 

Mackenzie Klingenberg, BFA

Untitled 
 Charcoal 

Brenna Bradshaw
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On  Telling Your Mother That You Write Your Partner Love Poems

when I told her 
I write you love poems, I think 
she thought I meant 
red rose rhymes, 
honey bees and chocolate dipped 
kisses in the afternoon--
she did not 
realize I was talking about 

hurricanes
hacking at my heart 
to devour the insides,
curse words 
hot on my tongue. 

how could she 
know the destruction you leave me in? 
how could she know you’re the calm?
the storm? and the refuge? 

of course I don’t understand.
but I try to explain 
you’re the reason I’m black and blue-- 
and pink and red.
of course I don’t understand.
but I try to explain that of course 
I’m dissecting my own heart.

it’s the only way to make sure it’s still beating, right?

of course I don’t understand. 
I haven’t done this.
yes, but I try to explain
that in the midst of the wreckage
is a great place to build a home.

-Zoë Gipson, Junior
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Offerings to a Fat Man 
Oil on Canvas

Sarah Ellis

When I was small,
my mother would sop up
all my knee scrapes and paper cuts
with a red cloth, so I couldn’t see
what my blood looked like
from the outside.
I started pressing as hard as I could
on all my bruises, on my eyelids,
trying to see what the inside of me
looks like, trying to see
what I created.

If I could,
I would turn myself inside out—
start at the mouth,
the teeth, the split and bloodied lips, 
invert them all so my skin
would hold me up, take over
for my worn-out skeleton, 
let the dogs gnaw on my fingers.

If I could,
I’d break pieces of me apart
to give to everyone I know.
I can live without them all,
I think.

If I could,
I’d exist so comfortably inside myself—
sheltered, warm—
so that each morning,
I’m not mourning who I look like
anymore.

-Darcy Vines, Senior

Mourning 
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Grand Rapids
butterflies indoors. art outdoors.
a running river and a river run.
temperature changes and trees 
that know their ROY G. BIV.
a thirty-eighth president of the states.
a museum 
or twelve. a symphony.
ice skates in a circle. a car 
stuck in snow. a shovel. a smile.
people in mittens and 
people in the Mitten.
a hot dog. some airplanes. 
a blue-gold, green-white war.
a giant bronze horse. solid gold beer. 

All in the belly of a bell on the map,
under a highway-shaped tent.
A star marks the place.
You are here.
Welcome.

-Elizabeth Nelson, Senior

Untitled II 
Ceramic 

Mackenzie Klingenberg, BFA
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September  28th, 2015
“Really, really big black hole detected--30 times bigger than expected” -CNN

In the same day
the entire world was looking
up at the blood moon,
cameras shuddering, eyes flashing—
In the same day
water dripped from red rock
and we dared to say miracle
but not once mention holy—
In the same day
106 people died per minute,
most of whom never found
each other—
we found a vacuum of nothing
nine billion years old,
imagined what it’d look like,
thought about infinity
thirty times over.

I paced on my second floor balcony,
smoked four cigarettes,
didn’t talk about it.

-Darcy Vines, Senior
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Jazz 
Dandelions punctuate the lawn

like a sight-read saxophone melody

on mowed-grass bars and

big fat leaves hold it down

with long stem strings

thumbed by little birds in 

feathery tuxedos and

pine cones thump on the ground

between a woodpecker cross-stick

and pine needle brushes stirring the sky.

-Hannah Fowler, Senior

Dreamscape 
Marker 

Rachel Dormal, BFA
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Behind the Mask 
Charcoal 

Kristin Lothschutz
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On  Being the Girlfriend of a Published Poet
1.
If you ever thought you could write, 
throw it out the window.
I should have said try to throw it out 
the window, because they’ll never let you stop.

2.
You will lose the title of romantic
that you’ve held in all other relationships 
because not even you 
can recite a whole poem when your significant other 
says I love you for the first time. 
And you’ll never pay attention 
to the words you say 
as much as they do, 
so get ready for every gift to be the line you 
muttered underneath your breath. 

3.
You will learn so many names of poets—
more than you thought you could—
living poets. 
All of whom you had never heard of. 
Before long you’ll own their books.
They’ll all be signed.

4.
It will be a long time before you hear the words 
you want them to say, 
but you’ll have been reading them 
long before you asked to hear them. Long before you 
knew you were ready.

5.
They’re not going to have the words most times. 
Poets fight to own their words. 
They don’t just sit with words 
in their back pockets, waiting—
except when they do.
Words are so important.
So keep lines tucked in your back pocket,
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memorize stanzas from favorite poems. 
Try to give them some of your own.
Don’t worry if you think they’re bad.
Poets like that—
they have big, 
soft egos. 

6.
I cannot describe anything better than reading a poem written about 
you.
I can describe only a few things worse than reading a poem about 
someone else.

7.
Sometimes they’ll get proud.
Let them. Encourage them. Write it all down. 
Let them savor it. 
Savor it yourself. 

8.
And sometimes they won’t. So, 
encourage them.  
Repeat all the things they’ve said before. And,
know this internal battle being 
external is painful itself. 
Be patient. 

9.
Get ready to learn lots of foreign words, 
like slam and chapbook and beat.
Get ready to learn about publishing companies. 
Get ready to send out letters and emails filled
with all the things you wrote down during the proud days.
They’ll get mad you did it behind their backs.
They’ll be happier you did it behind their backs.

10.
I love you is different in poetry. 
I love you will never be the same. 

-Zoë Gipson, Junior
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Smirk 
Colored Pencil 

Rachel Dormal, BFA

Porcelain Cup 
 Porcelain 

Abbey Cordes
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Dock 

The first sign of life I greet at Shafer Lake is a dragonfly moving its 
iridescent wings at one thousand flaps per second. My sky blue eyes 
grow wide as my they move from the busy dragonfly to the dock. I sprint 
across the rickety, squeaky boards to the main landing. As I approach 
the protruding rectangle, I spread my Lion King towel in the very middle 
of the dock, covering the white, chipping paint with the brightest reds, 
oranges, and yellows. I lie on the colors, cringing at the hardness of the 
dock, disappointed that the cotton beneath me could not make my hips, 
my back, more comfortable. The stench of murky lake water nauseates 
me, yet my eyes sparkle knowing Summer was welcoming me with its 
sacredness. I close my eyes too tight and darkness fills my sight; soon, 
dots of sky blue, goldfish orange, and seaweed green infiltrate the 
bottom-of-the-lake blackness and when I squint my eyes open, the noon 
sun blinds me and I cannot escape the darkness. 

I stand up as quick as the fleeing minnow I spotted seconds before 
and cover my eyes with both of my hands, allowing a small gap to view 
the horizon. I see a line of trees and hidden homes. I see a lake that is 
more of a large pond and simply a short swim to the other side. I see no 
paddle boats today, but the water still ripples gently and slips beneath 
the stillness of the dock, bringing a delicate dragonfly closer to shore, 
one who needed a short rest from hovering. I look down at my painted 
toes and my heart lurches at the thought of a watery demise, just one 
footstep away. Hastily returning to the safety of Simba, I crouch down 
and look through a narrow crack of the dock and watch the dragonfly 
ride a single wave, drifting, drifting.

Mary Campbell, Junior
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Untitled 
 Film Photo, Bleach, Sharpie 

Anna Cecchini
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Mourning  Dove
Dew coats the grass

Mourning dove lands on the window sill
Coffee warms in the microwave

Television clicks off
Slippers traded for shoes

He shuffles down the cement driveway
Mailbox checked -- empty

He shuffles back
Creaking open 

Sliding in 
Swinging shut
A key turned

Engine rumbles
He drives down the main road

Main road leads to a gravel path
Archway welcomes desolation of 

Smooth black gravestone -
Lip quivers

Cheeks troubled with moisture
Mourning dove coos in the trees

 

-Anna Kenny, Junior
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Fishing
Travis Puff, Junior

 I was ten, and the late afternoon breeze brushed my hair as our 

boat skimmed across the water. Sitting in the front of the boat, I watched 

my father row tirelessly. I could see the muscles work in his back as he 

continuously lifted and dropped the oars into the black glass. I followed 

each ripple the oars made and watched as they slowly became smaller 

and disappeared eventually dissolving. I watched my father. It made my 

chest warm. When I was little, he was my hero, and best friend. When I 

looked at him, all I could feel was admiration. 

 Standing in the boat, the late day sun beating down on our 

necks, we cast our lines into the water, breaking the stillness and sending 

tiny tidal waves in all directions. What my father said next had the same 

effect. His words caused ripples in our mutual serenity. I’m not sure 

what made him say this, but it still sticks with me. He turned towards me, 

wobbling the aluminum v-bottom boat in the process and said, “You 

know one day when you are older there will come a time when you will 

be too busy for me.”

 A large knot formed in my throat. Absurd. My father was my 

best friend. It seemed that every day we were having a new adventure. 

I couldn’t see how this could possibly end. I assured him of this; I 

promised him it wouldn’t come true, but he once more became as still as 

the water.

 I think back on this time, as my life steadily becomes busier and 

my priorities start to blur. I am upset with myself that I did not keep my 

promise to my dad. Maybe I will tell him this when I see him next. Maybe 

in the next few weeks or so, maybe, hopefully. 
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Under the Surface 
Bamboo 

Laura Deloria
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Silver  Veil
The wrinkled woman bent her head  
as the sun said goodbye to the moon  
and dawn yawned its first breath. 
Her aged hands stitched at the white dress 
sewing into the fabric forgotten hope,
and on the table sat the finished veil. 

Silver beads winked from within the veil
matching the grey hairs on the woman’s head,
each whispering of a lost hope 
that aged with the phases of the moon,
and every new girl tried on her first dress,
before the woman’s grey hairs with bated breath. 

Young girls always held their breath 
when trying on gowns that were meant to veil
their bodies in becoming ways, and dress
their skin in yards of fabric. On their head
curls would bounce and laugh up at the moon 
who judged their eyes full of hope. 

Twirling gowns stitched with someone else’s hope 
would waltz to the wind’s fickle breath,
and glow brighter than the moon 
with an inner light that even night’s veil
could not dim. Inside each gown a girl’s head
would dream of a man to see her dress. 

A young girl’s dress 
is a fragile fabric, fastened with delicate hope
like the fine-spun thoughts in her head 
upturned to his bent face, sharing breath. 
She would remove her layered veil 
for him like the clouds parting for the eyes of the moon. 

But like the moon 
he would wax and wane, and the dress
would remain the same, and the veil 
would lay naked before her tear stained hope 
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that wished with sobbing breath 
to be placed securely on her head. 

The finished veil watches the old woman’s hope,
silver like the moon, being woven into the white dress.
To give this new girl the breath to remove the veil from her head. 

-Alexandra DeMeyere, Junior

Figure on Vase 
Ceramic 

Mackenzie Klingenberg, BFA
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Regret 
Regret looks like the obnoxious beam of your tail lights--

like the broken pit of a peach where my heart ought to be,

hard liquor hurricanes and read receipts.

It looks like choked up pills in the toilet.

Regret smells like the stench of rotten road-kill,

burnt rubber and bad gas trapped in an elevator,

like hot tar and asphalt.

Regret smells like shit.

Regret tastes like heart blood muck fire and seasick saltwater--

like midnight make out and morbid morning breath,

toothpaste and orange juice.

It tastes like his lips, which taste like you.

Regret sounds like dial up internet alarm clock screams,

a heart-broken country song, nothing at all,

like apologies I never got or got the chance to give.

Regret sounds like hell.

Please don’t make me tell you what it feels like.

-Johnathan Sainz, Senior
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Untitled I 
 Charcoal 

Laura Rico
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The  Fall
She simply fell and bumped her head;

most people said, at least she’s alive,
but concrete is harder than a carpeted floor.

She simply fell and bumped her head.
Her old age, a cause for concern;

she was content: ready to rest.
She simply fell and bumped her head.
Most people said, at least she’s alive.

-Anna Kenny, Junior

Fabric Study 
Charcoal 

Kristin Lothschutz
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How  To Raise an Anchor
If it’s a July evening 

and you’re hauling up an anchor, 

you must start with a single pull: the first

is the heaviest. Pull from your lungs

into your muscle until you bear

with the whole arm. Pull 

from the muscles of your ancestors. 

Pull out of your deepness 

and the lake’s deepness. The line 

will climb through your fists 

heave by heave. Watch the shell

of water husk off the rope 

until the waves 

release it in an exhale of froth,

until you hold it in both hands:

it has been to the bottom,

and like a promise, it has returned. 

-Patricia Schlutt, Senior

Iris I, II, III 
Stoneware 
Laura Rico
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Some  of us Sing with the Night
My mama was a witch,
and every night as I lay in bed,
she’d whisper spells to me:
“These words have a rhythm”
she’d say, “can you hear it?
Can you feel it?
Someday you’ll be a witch, 
you’ll hear the beat of each word,
and taste them on your lips.”

Each night, once I was asleep,
when the stars were clear
and the moon was bright,
my mom was an owl,
she flew
across dark silent oceans
to lands forgotten,
yearning for the sound of soft wings above them--
if only to be remembered again.

And back again.
To softly alight on my windowsill
just as the starlight faded
on the lavender horizon. 

Now I am a witch.
I balance my words
on the sharp edge
of the blade on a knife

Each night ,
once the leaves turn red,
the air bites my skin,
I set off into the woods,
feel the earth between my toes--
and run with the wolves.

-Amanda Avella, Senior
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Dialogue 
Oil on Canvas 

Alex Whiteley, BFA
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The  Red Vineyard (For Vincent)
I. 
Body, His masterpiece, 
His painting, 
His art. 
Smeared on canvas, 
Brushing softly 
Quickly, fervently
Over my surface;  
Painting my façade,
Revealing the true
Colors beneath. 
Red: 
My passion 
My strength
My blood. 
Blue:
My wisdom
My melancholy
My heart.
Beauty and pain
Masked by 
The bright veneer
When all I felt
Was muted; 
Conveying in color
What cannot be said.
Words
Scraping through
The varnish, 
I am fearful
Of unveiling
The truth, 
Lest a soul 
Remain unmoved.
Yet somehow
I am worthy 
To stand 
Amongst others;  
To last
For centuries 
Untouched.

II.
what has happened
dear Vincent
to your poor soul?
the demons inside 
cry desperately
to be free.
you flesh them out, 
paint their insides 
onto my body— 
your canvas,
while coating
your insides
yellow: 
sunshine 
and happiness. 
did you know 
dear Vincent 
when you created me 
to make sense of the world
i would one day
be worth millions?
did you know
that your expression
of pain 
would be among
the best in the world?
the impression
you left on me
you left on
everyone
who viewed me.
you crafted 
with intention:
expel the demons
end the suffering
be cheerful once again (if ever 
before)
dear Vincent
did you know
the masterpiece 
i would become? 

-Miranda Burel, Senior
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Untitled 
 Oil Paint 

Rachel Dormal, BFA
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Lilies
I hear the voice of the leader of the free 
world chant the names of the lost 
Charleston: 9 dead
over and
over in my head all night
Colorado Springs: 3 dead, 9 injured
I want a bouquet of flowers to bloom while
Fort Hood: 3 dead, 16 injured
I sleep--
but I wake to find only lilies 
Washington DC: 12 dead, 3 injured
in the North, South, East, and West.
Lilies planted and nurtured 
just to lie beside your grave. 
Newtown: 27 dead, 1 injured
I wake up itching at my own skin 
like a fresh tattoo 
Aurora: 12 dead, 58 injured
and I only want their names 
inscribed on my body.
I wanted to wake up 
with the morbid hope
Roseberg: 9 dead, 9 injured 
that if my life can last a little longer
Isla Vista: 6 dead, 7 injured
and do something
Chattanooga: 5 dead, 3 injured
then 
I can give you more
San Bernardino: 14 dead, 21 injured 
than just names of cities far away--
give you more 
Minneapolis: 6 dead, 2 injured
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than just numbers.
I want to give you them back.
Our brains are engraved 
with the places people have died
like my skin is engraved with 
Columbine: 13 dead, 24 injured 
the mementos of things 
I cherish.
But I have gotten to keep the things 
I cherish.

-Zoë Gipson, Junior

Desert Vase 
Terracotta 

Kristin Lothschutz
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Fireflies

 I used to catch fireflies once upon a time. I’d trap them with my 

bitty hands and giggle through my teeth as their little legs tickled be-

tween my fingers. My siblings and I could spend hours out in the warm 

darkness of mid-June chasing those dots of glowing light. 

 Then time passed, and I grew up. 

Catching fireflies became more of a memory, like other traits of sum-

mer—fresh cut grass, the sweetness of cherry popsicles, the sharp sting 

of smoke, damp heat after a pounding rain. I see other children scatter 

in the dark, chasing those glittering beetles with their arms outstretched, 

shrieking joy on their lips. 

Now the idea of clutching for fireflies seems so simple, yet out of reach. 

Summer nights are instead experienced in the air conditioning, a black 

remote near my fingertips, and a screen four inches from my face. Adults 

don’t run out in the night to grab for a small ball of light, I tell myself. 

Adults don’t laugh until their stomach tightens, until their lungs can’t pull 

in any more air. 

Where did the all-consuming joy and excitement of shoving bugs into 

a glass jar go? I miss the bubbling anticipation of waiting for the sun to 

disappear over the trees and fade away. 

Cayleigh Bucyk, Junior
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Back then, time wasn’t as tangible. I had so much of it, I’d watch it fall right out 

of my hands. Now, time creeps over my shoulder, pressuring me, mocking 

me. 

Time winks in and out like the light of fireflies. Today, I try to capture time 

in the same way I used to catch fireflies—my feet hitting the pavement, arms 

outstretched, and a desire to hold it close. 

Drift 
 Bamboo, silk thread 

Callin Cherry
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Needles
I know you’re afraid of needles
and when something gets under your skin.
I know you fainted when that nurse gave you your Tdap shot
and when your football team donated blood last season
and I know that you won’t bring it up
especially to your dad
and your friends
because you don’t want them to know 
that a simple puncture can wound you so much.

And I know you don’t like to show emotion
because when you cried as a kid, they told you to man up,
and showing feelings is admitting you’re a failure.
I saw the way you shut your eyes
tight enough to keep tears from falling
but not tight enough for someone to question you.

But I want you to know
that I’m afraid of needles, too,
and when someone gets under my skin,
I don’t like the feeling of being invaded,
and I don’t ask for it.

So you should know for someday
when you find yourself looking at a woman
and her looking at you
that neither of you want to be punctured
because you’ll collapse in on yourselves.

So don’t let what’s about to happen be wounding.

Let it be opening doors, welcoming someone into your home.
Let it be reading a book and saying the words together.
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Let it be swimming in a lake and sinking your toes in the sand.
Let it be entering someone’s world
respecting me
and loving me there
and let it be welcoming someone’s world into mine 
respecting you
and loving you there.
Because neither of us like needles
and neither of us like it when something gets under our skin.

-Sarah Schomisch, Junior

Untitled I
Charcoal 

Kristin Lothschutz
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Gravitational  Pull
When he traced my scars like coordinates
I wished he would wipe them away,
stick his fingertips to the sky
and send them to the stars.
Instead he connected them
like constellations
searching for an image
that may bring me back to him.
When I compared my scars to craters,
he told me that I am the moon
and asteroids may scar,
but never destroy.
He thought he pulled me 
from my orbit when he stopped 
my trembling hands
from digging nails to skin,
trying to destroy the galaxy.
But I resisted his pull
because my soul feeds
on finding the gravity
that will pull me back
into my own
orbit.

-Nadija Kadunic, Senior

Color II 
Colored Pencil 

Brenna Bradshaw
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Individuals 
Staring at the last book on my shelf
I’ve been gone for a while and neglected to dust it 
There is a small heart 
Shaped picture frame next to Where the Sidewalk Ends
Before this is an anthology of female 
poets, following Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats  
There is no alphabetical order with literature
This isn’t a library it’s a passion
Books crammed in amongst old scratches of
poetry from beaten journals 
There is a piece of yarn next to a Spanish dictionary tucked 
below Dona Perfecta
I find “Yoga for Strengths and Flexibility” 
I’ll never be flexible I am a rigid book 
spine with uncompromising words 
I am a bookend, stubborn and weighed down 
Pages like dog ear-ed memories 
It’s possible these words, individuals of a grander story 
don’t judge themselves
They simply fit into their lace
They trust their place, they live with beauty 
My books are torn scratched used 
And so am I
Staring at the last book on the shelf

-Elizabeth Sensing, Senior
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Bosnia , 1992
I remember white gauze and my grandmother’s hands
wrapping it delicately around my ankle.

She would wind and unwind it through her bony fingers
until it pinkened with my blood.

In the middle of the night she came running
to my screams, white gauze flying through the air.

I didn’t notice it then: her impassive eyes
and how her hands never shook, not once.

My grandmother learned how to wrap wounds
when the sun hid behind oak trees.

She would sneak out onto savaged streets in search 
of bodies left to decay into makeshift mass graves.

With trembling hands she lifted bodies
tossed into bushes, bodies floating down rivers.

For miles in the dark she walked 
until her feet crimsoned, grasping tightly 

onto corpses stiff in her arms, counting 
seconds between bombs, like thunder.

When she returned home, she bathed their remains
submerging them in water, lightly

running shaken hands along gaping bullet wounds,
whispering prayers into the open air.

When bombs calmed for even an hour
she dug graves in her own backyard

where she placed the unnamed, the unrecognized—
with hands finally steadied.

But when she was alone she scrubbed blood stains
from her pure white bathtub, scrubbed 

until her fingers were raw, scrubbed 
until white gauze pinkened with her own blood.

-Nadija Kadunic, Senior
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Un Pequeño Mundo 
Stoneware Paper Clay, Glaze 

Laura Rico
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Bike Riding

 The rushing wind plays with my hair, turning the long brown 

strands into tangles that my mom will grumble about when I come home. 

The pavement whooshes beneath my spinning wheels as I fly away from 

my dad. His big tanned hands still outstretched, reaching to control 

the bike, to control me. I am too fast; my bike’s wheels are rockets 

beneath my small bare feet. The sun fades in the west, glinting across 

my bike’s blue coat as we soar around a corner. I love this feeling, this 

unconstrained movement, my bike’s burst of motion that propels me to 

some unknown destination, some unknown fate. I am gone, rushing past 

pristine residences, restraints, and rules. My breath catches as I strain 

to make the wheels turn faster, muscles protesting, my feet screaming 

against the rough cold pedals. My bike turns the corner and I am back 

at home. Back to my dad’s outstretched hands, back to my mom’s 

exasperated complaints, back to shoes being placed on my feet.  I jump 

off the blue banana seat and reverently place the bike in the garage. 

Motionless, it looks empty and forgotten, trapped between four grey 

walls, just like I am. I walk inside where my mother untangles my hair, and 

socks are placed on my feet. The sound of the whirring wheels pounding 

the pavement slowly drifts from my memory. The feeling of fearlessness 

and exuberance gradually fades until the bike is just a hope for escape, a 

sensation waiting to be re-discovered. 
 

Alexandra DeMeyere, Senior
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Tonight I called you because I am selfish
and I wanted a piece of you that I could take to bed
so I could dream about something 
other than word counts and loneliness and boxed mac n cheese.
But you didn’t answer.
So I’m leaving you this message.

Tonight I called you because
remember when we used to talk every night? 
We were running down the side of the road
because it was pouring rain, 
somehow it was always pouring rain,
and somebody stopped to ask us if we needed a ride
but we said no, the house was in sight 
and kept running.
Sleep takes the place of running now.
We lost track of the time
rode screaming falcons
through the halls of our high school. 
We learned the secret to success
from the creepy guy at the convenience store.
You beat that Zelda game
you could never get through without me under your arm
and we mourned that shriveled pickle slice
like it was a friend, a fallen comrade
practically was, after four years stuck to the lunchroom wall.

Today I left you a message to say 
this is not important, it can wait until tomorrow. 
That’s what I wanted to say:
let’s find a new pickle slice.

-Elizabeth Crookston, Senior

3  AM Voicemail
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The  Sinquain Beast
Greed rules

This mundane world.
Lust spears itself into

young men’s pure souls, transforming them
to Beasts.

My mind
runs wild with thoughts.

Writing tames the black beast
Ramming against its cage, no cease. Words, 

“Stop”

These Words
Conquer black sins.

Squashed by Words, beasts fade away
Words have complete domain over all

who Live.

-Tom Doetsch, Sophomore

Body in Motion 
Graphite 

Laura Deloria
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The  Seven Sisters of the Pleiades Becoming Stars  
We prayed to escape Orion 

but when we became stars 

we didn’t realize

what had happened. It was sudden:

each exploded into herself and was pulled

by an infinite string into the night. 

Imagine this: you, 

walking home from the market, apron ripe with fruits and 

bread, felt a heat crawl up your throat and then a blaze 

of fire consume the chest. When you were ripped from the earth

your pockets emptied and eyes filled

with the midnight of sky beyond sun.

From heaven, we could see 

our mother pace until she’d worn

lines in the earth that we could see from the sky.

Oh, how we missed that sweet dirt

that had exiled us!  

Orion 

has followed into the night, hunting us

through the blueblack woods of heaven,

dark and pierced with the cruel

unseeing eyes of faraway flares.

Though there were 

once seven of us, we were 

too far between to call out

that we were lonely. 

-Patricia Schlutt, Senior
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I Remember October 24, 2004

I remember the day the phone rang to let my dad know something bad 
had happened—
The scream he let out and the sound of the phone dropping to the floor.
My ringing ears and tight chest when he told me, my mom, and my 
brothers the news.

I remember tears flowing down my face as my mom and dad hugged 
me. 
An empty tissue box I threw down as I cried in anger.
An air of confusion 20 minutes after we heard the news.
The musty autumn air as we drove to my grandma’s house.
Sifting through pictures for the memorial board:
A greasy-haired boy seated on a set of apartment steps in the city.
My tear-stained reflection in the Polaroid—dated 1929.  

I remember a crockpot of glossy meatballs bubbling on medium heat.
Throwing up 10 minutes later.
The time between crying and laughter when I didn’t know how to feel.
I remember wind seeping into the car through the cracked window, 
conversing with my neck hairs.  
Three cardinals soaring through the sky, heading as far south as possible.  
Sitting between my mom and dad in the car—each of their hands were 
gripping my smaller hands. 
An amber-colored maple leaf falling from its branch up high, swimming 
into the sea of dead grass below.

I remember a sunny sky at 2 p.m. on the way to the funeral home. 
Opening the creaky door and walking down a dark, never-ending hall.  
How dizzy I became when I saw the baby-blue casket hoisted up on a 
platform ahead of me.
Walking towards it, not wanting to see him in it.
Grandma Blackmore’s wrinkly face kissing her husband’s cheek, telling 
him “Good night.”
Wanting to see him sitting in his old rocking chair, whistling with the 
skylarks.  

I remember leaning over grandpa, seeing him peaceful as always. 

Chucky Blackmore, Senior
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Untitled 
Stoneware 

Abbey Cordes
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How  to Know If You’re Dating a Whale
When they tell you 
she’s a whale
and you’re a fool,
when they poke fun at you
for going plus-size fishing
in the Female Sea,
ask yourself what 
whales are like.

Hairless, gray-black blubber body,
monster mouth gaping for krill,
a thunderous moaning and a 
slimy geyser gushing from a shapeless head. 

Golden-brown hair soft on her scalp,
and delicate pink skin like early sunrise. 
A soft shy voice and a 
torrent of imagination flowing 
from her round mouth.

If you’re still not sure, look for the lions;
they will tell all.
Lions don’t eat whales,
but they love a good gazelle.

She’s sensitive, fragile, 
quiet, quick,
wide-eyed and tender-hearted.
And the lions are always around,
taunting her,
aiming for her throat.
They plague her, 
will not let her rest,
weak-kneed, blood pounding.

The lions love a good gazelle.
That’s how you know she’s not a whale.

-Elizabeth Nelson, Senior
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A  love poem from the city
In the space between 1am and sleep,
under two blankets and a spell,
my hands curl against my chest—
there are vibrations of something wild,
a whirring, a dizzy compass arrow
spinning me into a kind of longing
that belongs in love poems.
It’s sea salt on your toes and fingertips,
it’s licking your sun-kissed lips,
it’s shaking sand from your hair
but not the blue from your eyes.
It’s pine needles stirring under your feet
and yellow wildflower-stained ears,
it’s losing the line between hill and sky
in the thick of spruce and cedar.
It’s carved vermillion rock, rose cities,
it’s your small existence next to
great mountains and kapok trees
but not wanting to exist elsewhere.
It’s a temple filled with saffron robes
and your body wrapped in pashmina,
it’s a bowl of coconut and curry
and rice sticky on your fingers.
It’s learning what it means 
to be homesick for people and places
you’ve only met in dreams,
dreams you have under the orange glow 
of city lights, two blankets, 
and my god, what a spell. 

-Cassandra Anouthay, Senior
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I Hope So 
Colored Pencil 
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Constant Change 

Rusted nickels and oxidized pennies sit in my cup holder. They were 
there when I bought my car. Probably remnants from tolls or lucky 
pennies from the streets. Now thirty cents sit in my cup holder stained 
with coffee, tea, energy drinks, and probably a milkshake. 
 I’ll put my tea mug on top of the coins. The change rattles about 
underneath the mug.  
 I’ll put my water cup on top of coins. The change squeaks  
like mice. 
 The nickels and pennies started to squeak when traveling to 
northern Michigan visiting my boyfriend. At first squeak, my muscles had 
stiffened and blood pressure rose as fast as my heart beat. I hate mice. 
I didn’t discover it was the lucky pennies and old nickels until nearly a 
month later. 
 The coins traveled to Chicago so I could drop off a friend at 
the airport. My boyfriend was supposed to be the navigator. My sister 
navigates instead of my now ex. On the way there, we stored toll money 
in the cup holder. Once we return, we take out the dollar bills but leave 
the coins in the cup holder for another day. 
 When spring comes, I clean out the dirty-winter travels 
brought. 
 I start with searching for garbage in every nook and cranny. 
Then I take the vacuum and go into every crevasse until it feels nice to 
sit in my car again. The windows and hard surfaces follow. I take Windex 
to everything, cleaning it over and over until it sparkles. I clean my 
cup holder focusing on the coffee stains around the coins but never 
removing the coins. 
 I’m not sure why, but I always feel that I’ll need them. As if an 
unexpected toll will come up or as if I’ll need the change for a soda at 
a rest stop. It’s not like the coins amount to much―a mere sixty cents if 
that. A mere sixty cents I apparently can’t live without. 

Ashley Trocinski, Senior
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We stood upon the breach and watched the mountains crumble, 

as Heaven wept and Hell emerged triumphant.

The bodies of angels littered the ground, burnt wings

and silver blood pooling as they drew nearer.

We turned to God,

but He was gone.

And in his place, a bawling infant,

tears of black water

a body of gears and clockwork.

His name was Fear,

and he held mankind in his arms, refusing to let them go,

they cheered 

and we burned.

-Peter Triezenberg, Senior
 

Machina 
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West  K.L. Ave. 
West K.L. is collecting broken-down cars, 
like crooked teeth scattered 
down the side of the road.
A man in an oversized blazer and work boots 
is walking down the side of the road.
The sun sets early, 
setting roadside weed and bare trees, 
liquor store windows 
aflame with orange light.
Strangers huddle at a bus stop.

-Elizabeth Crookston, Senior

Wabi-Sabi I 
Stoneware 

Abbey Cordes
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Very seldom has there been a writing assignment
I couldn’t conquer. A black belt in linguistics,
I am notorious for sneaking up on every thesis. 
I make them bleed, chiseling until all that’s left: 
a dazzling six to eight page format. 
Don’t look directly at it; the glare 
from Times New Roman can cause blindness.

And yet every essay I’ve written in college is a cry for help. 
Sometimes I leave a comma out on purpose
to see if Mr. Professor will notice.

And if Mr. Professor does in fact notice,
does he stop, 
take his red pen to the page
maybe circle the blank space? 
And while he is mid-
circle, is he thinking of me, discovering 
that I am crying out for help 
if not, why not?

I thought I’d made myself pretty clear 
when I left the comma out
what I meant was this class
this desk the books the people
the knowledge is giving me 
anxiety and my hands 
are sweaty and my grip 
is slipping 
slipping 
slip-
sl-

-Giovana Barreto, Senior

Comma 
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psithurism : (n.) the sound of the wind through trees
The Ancient Greeks 

once knew a wind

who spoke listlessly

in whispers, 

twisting softly

through massive trees 

and miniscule shrubs, 

muttering words,

screeching mysteries,

moaning history

as it subtly slides 

with soothing hisses 

through heavy leaves

subsequently leaving nothing,

save silence. 

-Miranda Burel, Senior

Confrontation 
Colored Pencil 

Rachel Dormal, BFA
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I slow danced once, a million years ago. It was dreadfully awkward. Both 

parties were terrified of touching the other, unsure of where the hands 

went – what was accepted, what was not. Fumbling occurred, then 

blushing followed by nervous, tittering laughter. I think your hands go 

on my waist and mine around your neck. Should we sway? Do we turn? 

Why are they playing “Stairway to Heaven,” it’s two hours long. His hand 

slipped, oh God does he want to stop? Did I do something wrong? 

No… no. He’s just adjusting. Should I look at him? No, it’s too scary. I’ll 

look over his shoulder. Who came up with this? Who decided that it was 

socially acceptable for teenagers to press their bodies together and turn 

in slow circles? Millions of these meaningless questions rolled through 

my mind but when the song finally ended and he moved his arms and 

hands and self away, all I could do was wish the song wasn’t over.

I slow danced once, it feels like moments ago. He was dashing all in 

black, I was a vision all in white. His arms wrapped around me with the 

ease of many practice runs and I smiled up at him. A picture of an awful 

first dance swept through my mind and I giggled. Do you remember? 

His low, quiet voice assured me he did, all seven minutes of it, including 

the odd pick up in the middle of the song where no one knew what to 

do. We laughed aloud at the innocence of it all.

I slow danced once, in the middle of the kitchen with fresh paint 

splattered on my jeans.

I slow danced once, alone after a fight.

Slow Dancing

continued on next page
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I slow danced once, holding our children to ease them into sleep.

I slow dance still. I’m old now, nothing like I once was, but he doesn’t seem to 

mind. It takes me a while to get to my feet, but he is still patient. Questions 

that were once so important seem silly now. Whispers of childish inquiries 

turn up the sides of my mouth as my arms wrap around his neck in that old 

familiar way. It is amazing the things that stay the same.

-Holly Mathews, Senior

Resting Figure
Charcoal 

Kristin Lothschutz

continued from previous page
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when;
i put
pen to paper it 
pours out passion and sometimes i cannot stifle the spillin-
g… and the black it bleeds
u     ni  ntel     l    igib       le        tellings             or.
it          d
             r
             i
             p

             s                                                                                                      
               dry           and                    the
inky veins           
                     disapp…

-Emma Henkel, Freshman
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